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Big enough to reassure, small enough to listen  
and care.

We at GKT believe that true transformational 
change should be sustainable, add value and deliver  
realisable benefit to our clients. We understand that 
behind any successful change is a team of dedicated 
and talented people, who assess, plan, innovate and 
action the process.

We value our team and in turn they value their  
clients, a fact recently proved by our independently  
accredited 98.8%* customer satisfaction. (*external 
ISO Quality audit DNL) 

We have, over the past 30 years, built a reputation 
of supporting clients in the management of their  
Estate and FM services. From the development of a  
strategy to efficiency and compliance reviews through 
to tried and tested hands on project management.

30+ 
HELPING ORGANISATIONS  

THRIVE FOR 30 YEARS

500+ 
ORGANISATIONS 

SUCESSFULLY SUPPORTED

15 
YEARS AN APPROVED AND 

TRUSTED SUPPLIER

98.5% 
POSITIVE CLIENT 

SATISFACTION FEEDBACK

ABOUT US
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As the Estates and Facilities services within a Trust are becoming increasingly judged 

by the CQC and Monitor on the basis of their PAM, ERIC and PLACE scores, it is  

becoming ever more important to ensure that these returns are completed in a timely, 

complete and consistent manner.

 The new PAM Self-Assessment Questions (SAQs) are much more qualitative in  

nature and their completion requires broad experience across the spectrum of estates 

and facilities services – and beyond. For many Trusts, it may prove that this exercise  

looking at existing systems, documents, practices policies, perhaps developed in  

isolation, highlights that they no longer represent best practice or support a  

holistic model for the delivery of estates and facilities services aligned with the  

needs of patients, the Trust and other stakeholders.

 Following requests from a number of our clients, GKT are now pleased to offer a 

tailored service that can ensure that your PAM return is complete and accurate.  

Additionally, we can work with you to identify and address any areas for improvement 

before the return is finalised.

PAM
(PREMISES ASSURANCE MODEL)
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PAM
(PREMISES ASSURANCE MODEL)

PREPAREDNESS AUDIT and COMPLETION OF THE PAM SAQs
We will work with you to locate and document the information sources necessary 
to complete the assessment spreadsheet.
At first glance, the data requirements of appear daunting, however, much of the 
information required should be readily available from existing documents.

We will provide an initial scoring and assessment on your PAM spreadsheet, 
along with gap analysis to identify those specific areas where the organisation is  
under-performing. Following this, we can produce detailed project plans to help 
you to close out actions with best practice solutions. 

We will also forensically review your evidence for content to be compliant against 
standards and expectations from regulators,  and add these to the recommended 
actions. These actions are then summarised in a separate report with a high-level 
project plan to share with stakeholders.

IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAINING SUPPORT
Our ongoing PAM support starts after preparation and audit completion. The real 
benefit is to ensure suggested actions are fully implemented to allow the Trust to 
achieve the required level of compliance and also maximise any potential savings. 
At this stage we will work alongside the trust to implement actions whilst offering 
training, support and assistance where necessary.
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A selection of clients we have provided PAM training, assessment or validation for:

CLIENTS
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As well as offering organisations support to complete their PAM returns we also offer 
PAM and CQC training to individuals, groups and organisations. 

 We can tailor our training to your individual learning objectives but in general our  
training is designed to deliver a broad and comprehensive background to the key  
aspects and considerations that are required to undertake a NHS Premises Assurance 
Model (PAM) assessment, understand the scope of the PAM return, and the information 
needed to answer the questions. 

 By the end of the training you will be able to:

 • Describe the structure of PAM

 • Discuss the PAM questions and list the evidence required

 • State the importance of staff training

 • Explain the importance of asset registers and CAFM systems, compliance and  
 certification, periodic systems and specific equipment checks

 • Describe the audit and review process

GKT are the provider of PAM & CQC training for Eastwood Park  
(formerly the NHS training centre for healthcare engineering).

This course has City & Guilds accredited programme status.

PAM & CQC TRAINING
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Be at EASE with your estate.

We find that our best value is achieved where we have a long and retained relationship with our client.

 This way we are able to develop a good understanding of the Organisations Estate alongside an  
appreciation of their business strategy. We are able to use this knowledge to be able to mobilise promptly 
and deliver in the shortest time, which also ensures cost efficiency and value.

Our EASE service is built round our client’s specific needs, we develop a EFM support package that  
enhances the in-house teams areas of expertise and resource capacity.

This approach means we provide input only where support is required, we are able to flex the level of 
assistance to match the current priorities of the client and overall affordability. As one of our EASE  
clients you will only be charged where our input is adding value and we can demonstrate a realisable 
ROI (return on investment).

Our EASE service is used to provide a readily available external resource, only when and where it is  
required, it can provide a mix of any of our individual services from compliance audits to project  
management, business cases to strategic estates support, the client defines their bespoke EASE package 
and then we deliver.

EASE

EASE

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

COST
IMPROVEMENT

BENCHMARKING

OTHER
SERVICES

PAMERIC

COST IMPROVEMENT

- FINANCIAL 
 - QUALITATIVE

 - PRODUCTIVITY

BENCHMARKING

- PEER TO PEER COMPARATOR
 - MODEL HOSPITAL

PAM

- PAM TRAINING 
- COMPLIANCE
 - PAM AUDITS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

- MANAGEMENT & 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

 - PRINCE 2  METHODOLOGY

ERIC

- ERIC TRAINING
 - ERIC VALIDATION

OTHER SERVICES

- MARKET TESTING 
- MONITORING CONTRACTS

ESTATES
ASSURANCE
STRATEGICALLY
EXECUTED



WE’D LOVE
TO HEAR
FROM YOU

GKT

SCAN ME

PLEASE CONTACT

James Green
Client Services Executive

DD: 07891 509 277

james@lce-gkt.com

Part of the SOUTENU Group:


